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Collaboration
�We were able to build and integrate math and science 
ideas together
� Learn how to take complex marine research and turn 

it into a deliverable unit for Middle School Math
� Learn how to turn a lesson into a distance learning 

module (create and edit videos)
�Students were able to learn for themselves why math is 
important and useful
�Students had the opportunity to become more deeply 
engaged with geometry and science than is usual in a 
math class

The Geometry of Oxygen Consumption in Marine 
Invertebrates: A Distance Learning Module for 
Middle School Math

Learning Plan
Engage
Students watch video “hooks” about a strange sea creature, the 
basket star.
Explore
Students do a brief inquiry research on basket stars, then use 
informative posters to start exploring the geometry of marine 
invertebrates.
Explain
Through teacher-created and Khan Academy videos and 
assignments, students learn middle school Geometry standards 
on:
➢Triangle area
➢Circle area
➢Volume of regular prisms
➢Surface Area of regular prisms
Elaborate
Students problem-solve to discover the relationships between 
surface area and volume. They calculate surface area to volume 
ratios for a variety of 3-dimensional objects, and tie this back to 
the biology and conservation of marine invertebrates.
Evaluate
Students create videos or slides on the importance of SA:V in 
the topic of their choice.

This Marine Research Matters Because:
… it shows us how certain invertebrate species may fare under new, changing 

environmental constraints, such as exposure to hypoxia and 'dead zones.'
By using simple geometry, we can determine oxygen absorption efficiency and may 

be able to estimate which species would be at highest risk. This information is 
useful for conservationist groups, ecologists, and policy-makers alike.
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Anchoring Phenomenon
Basket stars have unique shapes with high surface area to  
volume ratios. What might have caused this evolutionary 
adaptation and what might be the response of basket stars to 
changing climate on the Oregon coast?

Students in math classes often ask “When am I ever going to 
use this?” This integrated math and science unit, centered 
around the phenomenon of basket star geometry, offers the 
opportunity for students to discover for themselves why 
geometry in living organisms is both adaptive and essential.

QR Code to full unit

Classroom/Standards
This project was run with 130 middle school math students 
at Toledo Jr/Sr High School.

Project was done during the 2020 COVID-19 shutdown 
and focused on MS geometry standards:
7.G.F
Solve real-life and mathematical problems involving angle 
measure, area, surface area, and volume.
7.RP.A
Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve 
real-world and mathematical problems.
8.G.I
Solve real-world and mathematical problems involving 
volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres.
8.SP.J
Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data.

From student video 
identifying 3-
dimensional shapes

Dead zone ROV footage showing dead  Dungeness 
crabs off Oregon Coast ODFW Post-Blob event 
survey (2013). 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aHzlkKGQaSkUFgUKwJeaG8aL0I3ZvNbJij70xJvK7WQ/edit?usp=sharing

